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Abstract
A complete description of the linearized gravitational field on a flat background is given
in terms of gauge-independent quasilocal quantities. This is an extension of the results from
[14]. Asymptotic spherical quasilocal parameterization of the Weyl field and its relation with
Einstein equations is presented. The field equations are equivalent to the wave equation. A
generalization for Schwarzschild background is developed and the axial part of gravitational
field is fully analyzed. In the case of axial degree of freedom for linearized gravitational field
the corresponding generalization of the d’Alembert operator is a Regge-Wheeler equation.
Finally, the asymptotics at null infinity is investigated and strong peeling property for axial
waves is proved.
1 Introduction
We show that seemingly complicated linearized Einstein equations on a Schwarzschild background
can be analyzed in terms of gauge invariants. The obtained invariants decouple, in a natural
way, into axial and polar parts keeping symmetry with respect to the interchange of the null
coordinates u and v. The invariant y describing axial degrees of freedom, corresponding to ℑΨ0,
fulfills Regge-Wheeler equation because axial part of the corresponding component of the Weyl
field is gauge-invariant1. On the other hand the polar part the Weyl field is not gauge-invariant.
However, all components of the Weyl field may be “corrected” in such a way that we obtain
invariants which substitute linearized Newman-Penrose scalars.
In [14] we have shown how the gauge-invariant quantities x, y describing unconstrained degrees
of freedom of the gravitational field arise in a canonical formalism. Here, we concentrate on their
relations with linearized Weyl tensor. In the case of a flat background we present, in Theorem 1, an
explicit relation between linearized Weyl tensor and the invariants. We continue this analysis for
the case of a Schwarzschild background and we show an analogous relation but only for the axial
degree of freedom described by y. Finally, we examine this result in view of the so-called peeling
property and we show that axial part of the linearized gravitational field obeys strong peeling.
This paper is organized as follows: In the next Section, some preliminary notions and results
for the flat background are introduced. Section 3 contains a generalization for the Schwarzschild
background, in particular, gauge invariants and Einstein equations for the axial part of the gravi-
tational field are presented. In Section 4 we discuss the relation between invariants and linearized
∗Partially supported by a grant KBN Nr 2 P03A 047 15 and CNRS Orleans. E-mail: Jacek.Jezierski@fuw.edu.pl
1More precisely, some components in axial part of the Weyl field are gauge invariant but not all of them and
they have to be “corrected” by metric terms (see Section 4) to become gauge independent.
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Riemann tensor. Section 5 is devoted to the investigation of the asymptotics at null infinity for
the solutions of Regge-Wheeler equation and its connection with peeling property. To clarify the
exposition some of the technical results and proofs have been shifted to the appendix.
2 Description in null coordinates for flat background
We present in this section some standard results about linearized gravitational field with nontrivial
extensions not only in a notation but also in the framework.
2.1 Minkowski metric in null coordinates
Let us consider the flat Minkowski metric of the following form in spherical coordinates
ηµνdy
µdyν = −dt2 + dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) . (2.1)
The Minkowski space M has a natural structure of a spherical foliation around null infinity, more
precisely, the neighbourhood of I + looks like S2 ×M2. We shall use several coordinates on M2:
t, r, ρ, v, u. They are defined as follows
ρ := r−1 u := t− r v := t+ r .
Let us fix the null coordinates (u, v) together with the index a corresponding to them.
The coordinates on a sphere we denote (xA), (A = 1, 2), (x1 = θ, x2 = φ) and the round metric
on a unit sphere by
◦
γAB (
◦
γABdx
AdxB = dθ2+sin2 θdφ2). Let us also denote by
◦
∆ the laplacian
corresponding to the metric
◦
γ AB. Moreover, we use the symbol “||” for the covariant derivative
on S2 with respect to the induced metric ηAB.
For convenience we need also some more denotations: ρ = r−1 = 2
v−u , ρ,a = ρ
2εa where
εu :=
1
2 , εv := − 12 , ηabεaεb = 1. We define εa := ηabεb and one can check that εu = 1, εv = −1,
ηabε
aεb = 1.
The explicit formulae for the components of Minkowski metric can be denoted as follows
ηAB = ρ
−2 ◦γAB , ηab = −1
2
|Eab| , ηaA = 0
where Euu = 0 = Evv and Euv = 1 = −Evu and
ηµνdx
µdxν = ηabdx
adxb + ηABdx
AdxB = −dudv + ρ−2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) .
Similarily, the inverse metric has the following components
ηAB = ρ2
◦
γAB , ηab = −2|Eab| , ηaA = 0
where Euu = 0 = Evv and Euv = 1 = −Evu. We shall also need the derivatives
ηAB,a = 2ρεaη
AB , ηAB,a = −2ρεaηAB
and finally the nonvanishing Christoffel symbols are the following
ΓaAB = ρε
aηAB , Γ
A
aB = −ρεaδAB , ΓABC
where ΓABC are Christoffel symbols for the spherical covariant derivative “||” on S2.
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2.2 Riemann tensor in null coordinates
The linearized Riemann tensor Rµνλδ defined in an obvious way in terms of the second derivatives
of the linearized metric hµν by the formula
2Rµνλδ := hµδ;νλ − hνδ;µλ + hνλ;µδ − hµλ;νδ
has the following components in null coordinates:
2Rabcd = had,bc − hbd,ac + hbc,ad − hac,bd
2RabcD = haD,bc − hbD,ac + hbc,aD − hac,bD+
+ρεb (haD,c + hcD,a − hac,D)− ρεa (hbD,c + hcD,b − hbc,D)
2RAbCd = hdA||C,b + hbC||A,d − hbd||AC − hAC,bd+
+ρεb
(
hdA||C − hdC||A − hAC,d
)
+ ρεd
(
hbC||A − hbA||C − hAC,b
)
+
+ρηACε
a (hbd,a − had,b − hab,d)− 2ρ2εbεdhAC
2RABCd = hdA||BC + hBC||A,d − hBd||AC − hAC||B,d + 2ρεd
(
hBC||A − hAC||B
)
+
+ρηBCε
a (haA,d − hdA,a + had,A + 2ρεdhaA)− ρηACεa (haB,d − hdB,a + had,B + 2ρεdhaB)
2RabCD = haD||C,b − hbD||C,a + hbC||D,a − haC||D,b+
+2ρεb
(
haD||C − haC||D
)
+ 2ρεa
(
hbC||D − hbD||C
)
2RABCD = hAD||BC + hBC||AD − hBD||AC − hAC||BD+
+ρηACε
a
(
hBD,a − haB||D − haD||B
)
+ ρηBDε
a
(
hAC,a − haC||A − haA||C
)
+
−ρηBCεa
(
hAD,a − haA||D − haD||A
)− ρηADεa (hBC,a − haB||C − haC||B)+
+ρ2 (hBDηAC + hACηBD − hADηBC − hBCηAD) + 2ρ2εaεbhab (ηACηBD − ηBCηAD)
We show in the sequel how the above formulae can be generalized for the Schwarzschild background.
2.3 Ricci tensor in null coordinates
The linearized Ricci tensor Rµν := η
δλRδµλν takes the following form in our coordinates
2Rab = h
c
b,ac + ha
c
,cb − hab,cc − hcc,ab + haA,b||A + hbA,a||A − hab||AA −H,ab+
+ρεaH,b + ρεbH,a + 2ρε
c (hab,c − hac,b − hbc,a)
2RaB = h
b
B,ab − haB,cc + hac,cB − hcc,aB + haA||BA − haB ||AA + χBA||A,a −
1
2
H||B,a+
+ρεa
(
2hbB,b − hbb,B
)− 2ρεbhbB,a − 2ρ2εaεbhbB
2RAB =
(
haA||B + haB||A
)
,a
− haa||AB − χAB,aa − 2ρεaχAB,a + χAC ||CB + χBC ||CA+
−χAB ||CC + ηAB
[
−1
2
(H ||CC +H ,aa) + 2ρεa(H,a − haA||A) + ρ2(2εaεbhab −H)
]
where H := ηABhAB and χAB := hAB − 12ηABH . Some components of the linearized Ricci are
also derived for Schwarzschild background in Appendix D.
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2.4 Gauge in null coordinates
The gauge transformation ξµ
hµν −→ hµν + 2ξ(µ;ν)
splits in the following way
hab −→ hab + ξa,b + ξb,a
haA −→ haA + ξa,A + ξA,a + 2ρεaξA (2.2)
hAB −→ hAB + ξA||B + ξB||A − 2ρηABεaξa .
There are also some useful formulae
χAB −→ χAB + ξA||B + ξB||A − ηABξC ||C
1
2
H −→ 1
2
H + ξA||A − 2ρεaξa
ha
A −→ haA + ξa||A + ξA,a
which are straightforward consequences of the previous ones.
2.5 Invariants and vacuum Einstein equations
Let us introduce the following gauge invariant quantities2
ya := (
◦
∆ + 2)haA||BεAB − (ρ−2χAC ||CBεAB),a (2.3)
y := 2ρ−2(hbB||AεAB),aEab (2.4)
x := ρ−2χAB ||BA −
1
2
◦
∆H + ρ
−1εaH,a −H + 2εaεbhab − 2ρ−1εahaA||A (2.5)
xab :=
◦
∆(
◦
∆ + 2)hab − (
◦
∆ + 2)
[
(ρ−2haA||A),b + (ρ
−2hbA||A),a
]
+
[
ρ−2(ρ−2χAB ||AB),a
]
,b
+
[
ρ−2(ρ−2χAB ||AB),b
]
,a
(2.6)
where εAB is the Levi-Civita skew-symmetric tensor on a sphere {u = const., v = const.} such
that ρ−2 sin θε12 = 1.
The axial invariants are not independent they are related as follows:
2ρ−2yb,aEab = (
◦
∆ + 2)y
which is a simple consequence of the definition (2.4).
If we assume that vacuum Einstein equations Rµν = 0 are fulfilled, we obtain the following
equations for our invariants:
The axial part reads as
(ρ−2ya),a = 2ρ−4
◦
RA
B ||BDεAD = 0 (2.7)
2We leave to the reader an exercise to check that those quantities are gauge invariant (using (2.2)), however, in
the Appendix B we show this property in a more general case.
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2Eab(ρ−2y),b + ρ−2ya = −2ρ−4RaB||DεBD = 0 (2.8)
or takes another form in terms of the quantity ya
[ρ−4(ya,b − yb,a)],b + ρ−2(
◦
∆ + 2)ya = −2ρ−4(
◦
∆ + 2)RaB||DεBD = 0 .
The polar part takes the following form
xab,ab − ρ2
◦
∆(
◦
∆ + 2)x = 4(ρ
−4 ◦
R
AB ||BA),aa +
◦
∆(
◦
∆ + 2)
(
ηabRab − ηABRAB
)
= 0
ηabxab = 4ρ
−4 ◦
R
AB ||BA = 0 (2.9)
xab − 2(ρ−2x),ab + ηab(ρ−2x),cc = 0 . (2.10)
The left-hand side of the last equation (2.10) depends on all seven polar components of the Ricci
tensor Rab, R
aB ||B, ηABRAB,
◦
R
AB ||BA. Assuming that all of them are vanishing one can show
that (2.10) is true. From eq. (2.10) and (2.8) we conclude that the invariants xab and ya depend
locally on x, y. More precisely,
xab = 2(ρ
−2x),ab − ηab(ρ−2x),cc
ya = −2Eab(ρ−2y),bρ2
and the primary data (x,y) fulfills usual wave equation.
(ρ−1y),aa + ρ
◦
∆y = 0 (ρ
−1x),aa + ρ
◦
∆x = 0
We describe in the sequel how the full Riemann tensor can be reconstructed from the invariants x,y.
2.6 Quasi-local relations between gauge invariants and linearized Rie-
mann or Weyl tensor
It is convenient to use skew-symmetric tensor εab instead of density Eab. It can be defined as
follows√
| det ηab|εuv = 1 ; εuv√| det ηab| = −1 εab = 2Eab
One can show that the linearized Riemann tensor has the following (2 + 2) “spherical decomposi-
tion”. In terms of our invariants it decouples into axial part
1
2
ρ−2εabεCDRabCD = y
RabcD||EεabεDE = ρ3(ρ−1y),c
εABRAB
C
d||C = εdbρ3(ρ−1y),b (2.11)
4ρ−4
◦
R
A
bCd||ADε
CD = (ρ−2yd),b + (ρ−2yb),d
and polar part
ρ−2ηACηBDRABCD =
1
2
ρ−2εABεCDRABCD = x
−2ρ−2εabεcdRabcd = ρ−2ηacηbdRabcd = −ρ−2ηacηBDRaBcD = x
5
ρ−2εABRABCd||EεCE = x,d
4ρ−4
◦
R
A
b
C
d||AC = −xbd (2.12)
ρ−2(
◦
∆ + 2)Rabc
D
||Dε
ab = −ρ−1(ρxac),bεab
2ρ−2(
◦
∆ + 2)R
A
bAd = xbd + (ρ
−2x,d),b + (ρ−2x,b),d
In above formulae, as in the whole paper, we use extensively some operators on a unit sphere
which become isomorphisms when we assume that mono-dipole part of the field vanishes (see here
Appendix E and also [2] or Appendix B in [5]). The above equations contain the full information
on ten independent components of the Weyl tensor up to the mono-dipole part of the field3.
Moreover, one can easily check the “peeling” property [19] at I + starting from the invariants x,y
as a primary data. More precisely, assuming the following expansion
x = x1ρ+ x2ρ
2 + x3ρ
3 + x4ρ
4 + . . . (2.13)
and the same form for y
y = y1ρ+ y2ρ
2 + y3ρ
3 + y4ρ
4 + . . . (2.14)
we have
xu = −x˙1ρ+ (1
2
x1 − x˙2)ρ2 + . . .
xv =
1
2
x1ρ
2 − 1
2
x3ρ
4 − x4ρ5 + . . .
xuu = 2x¨1ρ
−1 + 2(x¨2 − x˙1) + . . .
xvv =
1
2
x3ρ
3 + 3x4ρ
4 + . . .
We summarize below in the table the relation of our invariants with the Newman-Penrose [18]
scalars and the Christodoulou-Klainerman-Nicolo` [15] decomposition of the Weyl tensor:
Price Weyl C−K−N polar axial N− P asymptotics
Ψ2
◦
W v
A
vB ρ
−2αCKN ρ2xvv ρ2(ρ−2yv),v Ψ0 ρ5(x3,y3)
Ψ−2
◦
W u
A
uB ρ
−2α
CKN
ρ2xuu ρ
2(ρ−2yu),u Ψ4 ρ(x¨1, y¨1)
Ψ1 ρ
−1εabWabvA ρ−1βCKN ρ2(ρ−1x),v ρ2(ρ−1y),v Ψ1 ρ4(x2,y2)
Ψ−1 ρ−1εabWabuA ρ−1β
CKN
ρ2(ρ−1x),u ρ2(ρ−1y),u Ψ3 ρ2(x˙1, y˙1)
Ψ0 W
a
bcd,W
A
Bcd ρCKN, σCKN ρ
2x ρ2y Ψ2 ρ
3(x1,y1)
where
◦
W
A
abB = W
A
abB − 12δABWDabD (cf. TS transformation in appendix) and W νµλδ is the
linearized Weyl tensor.
One can easily check that among all Ψ’s only ρ−2Ψ0Price = ρ−2Ψ2NP = x + iy fullfills usual
wave equation. The mono-dipole-free parts of the invariants x, y correspond to the unconstrained
degrees of freedom of the linearized gravitational field. Moreover, they play a natural role of the
“positions” in the reduced initial data set on a Cauchy surface ([11], [13], [14]).
Remark The Teukolsky equations [22] for Ψ0,Ψ4 on a Kerr background seem to be quite strange
as primary equations because they are not deformations of the usual wave equation when we pass
to the asymptotically flat region. We would like to stress that there exists a generalization for
the notion of x and y on a Schwarzschild background and both invariants fulfill a deformed wave
equation – Regge-Wheeler for y and Zerilli for x (see [14]).
3 The mono-dipole part is disscussed in [12] and it corresponds to the charges related to the Poincare´ group.
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Theorem 1 The linearized Riemann tensor for the vacuum Einstein equations depends quasilo-
cally on the invariants (x,y) which contain the full information about the linearized gravitational
field. Moreover, the invariants x and y fulfill usual wave equation.
In other words any mono-dipole-free solution (x,y) of the wave equation gives a Weyl field:
Wabcd = −1
2
ρ2xεabεcd
WABcd = −1
2
ρ2yεABεcd
Wa
B
cd||B = −
1
2
εcdε
b
aρ
3(ρ−1x),b
W aBcd||EεBE = −
1
2
εcdρ
3(ρ−1y),a (2.15)
◦
W c
AB
d||AB =
1
4
ρ4xcd =
1
2
ρ4
[
(ρ−2x),cd − 1
2
ηcd(ρ
−2x),bb
]
◦
W c
A
Bd||ACεBC =
1
4
ρ4
[
εc
b(ρ−2y),bd + εdb(ρ−2y),bc
]
and W νµλδ fulfils field equations given by Bianchi identities. The formulae (2.15) are also valid
(outside origin) if we include mono-dipole part of the fields x and y (see [12]). More precisely,
a mono-dipole solution x = 4mρ + 12kρ2, y = 12sρ2 corresponds to the 10 Poincare´ charges (a
monopole and three dipoles): m —mass, s — spin, k— center of mass and p — linear momentum
which is related with center of mass by the relation p = (∂u+∂v)k. Moreover, the “charges” fulfill
the following equations: ∂am = ∂as = ∂ap = 0,
◦
∆m = (
◦
∆ + 2)p = (
◦
∆ + 2)s = (
◦
∆ + 2)k = 0
which simply mean that m is a constant and p, s are constant dipoles.
Remark One can check that the “exterior” bounds (10.19 -10.20) for the various null components
of the Weyl field in [15] (p. R114-R115) are related to the most important radiative terms x1 and
y1 which appear in αCKN, β
CKN
, ρCKN and σCKN but the fall-off conditions on αCKN and βCKN are
slightly weaker. In particular it is not known how to improve the fall-off for αCKN in the case of
curved space-time. This leads to the problem in the standard conformal approach where stronger
fall-off on αCKN
4 is assumed.
2.7 Hierarchy of asymptotic solution on scri for scalar wave equation
Let us consider the wave equation in null coordinates (u, v)
ρ−1(ρ−1ϕ),aa +
◦
∆ϕ = 0 (2.16)
and suppose we are looking for a solution of the wave equation (2.16) as a series (see [8])
ϕ = ϕ1ρ+ ϕ2ρ
2 + ϕ3ρ
3 + . . . (2.17)
where each ϕn is a function on I
+, ∂vϕn = 0.
If we put the series (2.17) into the wave equation (2.16), we obtain the following recursion
∂uϕn+1 = − 1
2n
[
◦
∆ + (n− 1)n]ϕn . (2.18)
The above formula is the same as equations 2, 3, 4 in [3] and equation 1.6 in [8] but written in
a more elegant way. Let us finish this Section with the following Remark which is devoted to
4corresponding to ΨNP
0
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so-called Newman-Penrose constants:
Remark. The kernel of the operator [
◦
∆ + l(l+1)] corresponds to the l-th spherical harmonics.
The right-hand side of (2.18) vanishes on the n − 1 spherical harmonics subspace. This means
that the corresponding multipole in ϕn+1 does not depend on u. In particular, for n = 3 we
have quadrupole charge in the fourth order. The nonlinear counterpart of this object is called
Newman-Penrose constant (see [18], [4], [13]). In particular, in our case, this constant is related to
the quadrupole part of x4 and y4.
3 Gravitational field on a Schwarzschild background
In [14] it is shown how to generalize the gauge-invariant quantities x and y for the case of
Schwarzschild background. We would like to investigate the following problems:
1. What is the relation (similar to (2.15)) between linearized Weyl tensor and the gauge invariants?
and
2. How this relation applied to the asymptotics for the solutions of deformed wave equation
(Regge-Wheeler and Zerilli) clarifies a peeling property for the linearized Weyl tensor?
In this section we summarize results of Adam Jankowski [10] who analyzed axial degree of
freedom. We shall often use the same letters for the generalizations of the objects from flat to
Schwarzschild background with the obvious identification when the mass m = 0.
3.1 Schwarzschild metric in null coordinates
Let us start with spherical coordinates r, t, θ, φ, hence the Schwarzschild metric has the following
form:
ηµνdx
µdxν = −
(
1− 2m
r
)
dt2 +
1
1− 2m
r
dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
)
(3.1)
Spacetime M has a natural foliation with respect to spherical symmetry, more precisely, it splits
into S2 ×M2, where S2 is a two-dimensional sphere and M2 is described by coordinates r and t.
This way spacetime (M, η) with coordinates (u, v, θ, φ) splits into (S2, η|S2) and (M2, η|M2). we
shall often denote by xA coordinates (θ, φ) on a sphere, but on M2 we use null coordinates defined
in terms of standard r and t as follows:
u = t− r − 2m ln(r − 2m) u ∈]−∞,+∞[
v = t+ r + 2m ln(r − 2m) v ∈]−∞,+∞[ (3.2)
Radial curves ( θ = const., φ = const.) with fixed u = const. are null geodesics, similarly for
v = const.
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Our main interest will concentrate on the domain r > 2m marked by grey colour on the above
Carter–Penrose diagram for Schwarzschild spacetime.
Let us denote coordinates (u, v) by small Latin characters (xa), spherical coordinates by capitol
Latin characters (xA),(A = 1, 2), (x1 = θ, x2 = φ), and the unit round spherical metric by
◦
γAB:
◦
γAB dx
AdxB = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 .
Let us also notice that M2 ⊥ S2, because ηaA = 0.
Let us fix some more notation: symbol “||” denotes two-dimensional covariant derivative on S2
compatible with induced metric ηAB , the equality
ηAB = r
2 ◦γAB
implies that the Christoffel symbols for ηAB and
◦
γAB are the same. Moreover, symbol
◦
△ denotes
Beltrami-Laplace operator for the unit metric
◦
γAB. We keep the same notation as in Section 2
with obvious generalization from flat background to Schwarzschild one.
ηµνdx
µdxν = ηabdx
adxb + ηABdx
AdxB (3.3)
ηµνdx
µdxν = −
(
1− 2m
r
)
dudv + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (3.4)
From definition (3.2) we have 12 (dv − du) = k−1dr where by k we denote:
k := 1− 2m
r
.
We shall analyze the region far away from the sources and assume that r > 2m which implies
k > 0. Using (3.2) one can verify that
r,a = −εa
√
k , (3.5)
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where εa is defined as follows:
εv = −1
2
k
1
2 εu =
1
2
k
1
2 (3.6)
εv = −k− 12 εu = k− 12 (3.7)
and the indices are raised by the two-dimensional inverse metric ηab. This way we have introduced
a unit-length radial vector εa
ηabε
aεb = ηabεaεb = 1 .
One can also check that
ηAB,a = −2
√
k
r
εaηAB (3.8)
and we have the following nonvanishing Christoffel symbols for the metric connection on M :
ΓABa = −δAB
√
k
r
εa , (3.9)
ΓaAB = ηAB
√
k
r
εa , (3.10)
ΓABC =
1
2
ηAD(ηDB,C + ηDC,B − ηCB,D) , (3.11)
Γabc =
m
r2
k
1
2 (−δabεc−δacεb + εaηbc) . (3.12)
Let us notice that ΓABC are simultaneously Christoffel symbols for the induced two-dimensional
metric η|S2 . More precisely, in usual angular coordinates (θ, φ) we have two nonvanishing compo-
nents: Γφφθ = cot θ and Γ
θ
φφ = − sin θ cos θ.
We can assign the symbols ΓABC and Γ
a
bc to covariant derivative on S
2 and M2 respectively, and
denote (on the example of a covector) as follows
ξa‡b := ∂bξa − ξfΓf ab (3.13)
ξA||B := ∂BξA − ξFΓFAB (3.14)
Riemann tensor for the metric ηµν equals to Weyl (Schwarzschild metric is a vacuum solution) and
has the following nonvanishing components (up to the symmetries):
CABCD =
2m
r3
(δACηBD − δADηBC) , (3.15)
Cabcd =
2m
r3
(δac ηbd − δadηbc) , (3.16)
CAaBb = −m
r3
δABηab . (3.17)
Levi-Civita connection on S2 has the following components of the two-dimensional Riemann tensor:
2
R
A
BCD =
1
r2
(δACηBD − δADηBC) . (3.18)
Similarly, the corresponding curvature for the metric ηab has the form:
2
R
a
bcd = −2m
r3
(δacηbd − δadηbc) . (3.19)
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Let us introduce Levi-Civita tensor for (S2, η|S2) and (M2, η|M2) respectively:
εAB :=
EAB√
|det ηCD|
εab :=
Eab√
|det ηcd|
where Eab are coordinates of tensor density ∂
∂u
∧ ∂
∂v
so the values are in set {−1, 0, 1}. Similarly,
EAB are coordinates for ∂
∂θ
∧ ∂
∂φ
, so we may write explicitly
εAC =
EAB
r2 sin θ
, (3.20)
εab =
2Eab
k
. (3.21)
Let us notice that the metric ηab has a signature (+,−), hence its determinant is negative:
det ηab < 0 .
This is important when we raise indices in εab:
εab = ηacηbdε
cd = −
√
|det ηab|Eab = −1
2
kEab , (3.22)
but on S2 the corresponding sign is positive:
εAB = ηACηBDε
CD =
√
|det ηAB|EAB = r2 sin θEAB . (3.23)
It would be useful to derive explicit formulae for first and second derivatives of εAC and ηAC with
respect to null coordinates on M2 which are implied by (3.5):
εAC‡a =
2
√
k
r
εACεa , η
AC
‡a =
2
√
k
r
ηACεa (3.24)
εAC‡ab = (
6k
r2
εaεb − 2m
r3
ηab)ε
AC , ηAC‡ab = (
6k
r2
εaεb − 2m
r3
ηab)η
AC , (3.25)
where obviously the objects εAC and ηAC are scalars with respect to the covariant derivative (3.14).
3.2 Gauge transformation for the linearized metric tensor hµν
We shall analyze, from 2 + 2 decomposition point of view, the gauge transformation generated by
infinitesimal diffeomorphism of M for the linearized metric tensor5:
hµν → hµν + 2ξ(µ;ν) . (3.26)
Let us first split the covariant derivatives of the covector field ξµ = (ξa, ξA):
ξa;b = ∂bξa − ξfΓf ab = ξa‡b
ξa;A = ∂Aξa − ξFΓF aA = ξa||A +
√
k
r
ξAεa
ξA;b = ∂bξA − ξFΓF bA = ξA‡b +
√
k
r
ξAεb
ξA;B = ∂BξA − ξFΓFAB − ξfΓfAB = ξA||B −
√
k
r
ξf ε
f
5The standard linearization formulae have been shifted to the Appendix A.
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and next apply them to gauge transformation of the tensor hµν :
hab → hab + ξa‡b + ξb‡a , (3.27)
haA → haA + ξa||A + ξA‡a +
2
√
k
r
εaξA , (3.28)
hAB → hAB + ξA||B + ξB||A −
2
√
k
r
ξeε
eηAB . (3.29)
Here the symbol ◦ over two-dimensional tensor tAB denotes its traceless part:
◦
tAB:= tAB − 1
2
ηABη
CDtCD . (3.30)
In particular, we denote the traceless part of hAB by
χAB ≡
◦
hAB:= hAB − 1
2
ηABH , (3.31)
where H := ηABhAB.
From (3.29) we get the gauge transformation for χAB:
χAB → χAB + ξA||B + ξB||A − ηABξC ||C .
Let us notice that gauge of χAB depends only on ξA, hence it is not dependent on the part which
is tangent to M2.
The ten components of the tensor hµν split naturally with respect to the 2+ 2–splitting of the
spacetime M = S2 ×M2 into:
• components hab in M2,
• components hAB on S2,
• mixed components haA.
However, for the description of the two degrees of freedom of the gravitational field one can divide
ten components of the tensor hµν differently, into axial and polar part. They split as follows:
• 7 polar components: hab, haA||A, χAB||ACηBC , H ;
• 3 axial components: haA||BεAB, χAB||ACεBC .
In this section we shall consider only axial part of the gravitational field. In particular, the gauge
transformation for the axial components of the tensor hµν reduces to:
haB||Cε
BC → haB||CεBC + (ξB||CεBC)‡a , (3.32)
χA
B
||BCε
AC → χAB ||BCεAC +
(
◦
∆ +2)
r2
(ξB||Cε
BC) (3.33)
(see also Appendix B). Let us notice that the gauge of all axial components depends only on ξA
so they are not dependent on the infinitesimal change of coordinates on M2. Moreover, we shall
see in the sequel that using appropriate operators on S2 one can produce from haB||CεBC and
χA
B
||BCε
AC a gauge invariant quantity.
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3.3 Gauge invariants
The following object
ya := (
◦
∆ +2)(haA||CεAC)− (r2χAB ||BCεAC)‡a . (3.34)
is invariant with respect to the gauge transformation described in the previous subsection. It is
useful to introduce another object (cf. [14]):
y := r2(hbA||CεAC)‡aεab . (3.35)
which is also gauge independent. Let us notice that definitions (3.34) and (3.35) are the same
as formulae (2.3) and (2.4) respectively. This means that for axial and invariants there are no
“background mass” corrections. This phenomena is no longer valid for polar invariant x (see [14]).
The explicit proof of gauge invariance property for ya and y is given in appendix B. The invariants
ya and y (introduced also in [14]) are not independent but they fulfill the following identity
r2ya‡bεba = (
◦
∆ +2)y (3.36)
which is a straightforward consequence of the above definitions of the objects. The dipole part
of y corresponds to the stationary solution of the field equations6 (see [14]). We shall verify this
property in the sequel analyzing asymptotics of the solutions at future null infinity I +.
3.4 Field equations
Let us consider linearized vacuum Einstein equations
rνρ :=
1
2
(
hσρ;νσ + h
σ
ν;ρσ − hνρ;σσ − hσσ;νρ + hσαCανσρ
)
= 0 . (3.37)
The axial part of linearized Einstein equations on a Schwarzschild background can be easily
described in terms of invariants [10] (we present the details in appendix D)
εd
a(r2y)‡a + r2yd = −2r4rBd||DεBD = 0 , (3.38)
(r2ya)‡a = 2r4
◦
rA
B ||BCεAC = 0 . (3.39)
The above equations take the same form as in the case of the flat background7. Moreover, they
imply a second order hyperbolic equation for y:
(r−2(r2y)‡a)‡a + r−2(
◦
∆ +2)y = 0 .
However, this equation is no longer a wave operator but Regge-Wheeler equation
(✷+
8m
r3
)y = 0 . (3.40)
4 Gauge transformation of linearized Riemann tensor and
axial invariants
In [10] one can find details of calculations which we would like to present in this section. Those
calculations are related to the gauge transformations of rµνρσ := δR
µ
νρσ, δRµνρσ and rµν := δRµν
(see appendix A). The linearized Ricci rµν is obviously gauge invariant but rµνρσ and δRµνρσ are
in general gauge dependent.
6We shall introduce them in the next subsection.
7This phenomenon is valid only for axial part.
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Using the formula (3.26) one can show that the gauge transformation of the linearized Riemann
tensor (A.7) discussed in appendix A takes the following form:
δRµνρσ → δRµνρσ + ξα(Rαµσρ;ν +Rασµν;ρ +Rανρσ;µ +Rαρνµ;σ) +
2ξα;µR
α
νρσ + 2ξα;ρR
α
σµν + 2ξα;σR
α
ρνµ + 2ξα;νR
α
µσρ . (4.1)
Let us denote the gauge term as
δRµνρσ → δRµνρσ + gage(δRµνρσ)
hence the corresponding components take the form:
gage(δRabED) = 0 , (4.2)
gage(δRabeD) =
2m
r3
(ξbηae − ξaηbe)||D +
m
r
(
ηbe(
ξD
r2
),a − ηae(ξD
r2
),b
)
, (4.3)
gage(δRABDd) =
m
r3
(ξd||AηBD − ξd||BηAD) +
2m
r3
(ξBηDA − ξAηDB)‡d
+
4m
√
k
r4
εd(ξBηDA − ξAηDB) , (4.4)
gage(δRAbCd) = −m
r3
(ηbdξA||C + ηdbξC||A) + ηACF (ξ)db , (4.5)
where
F (ξ)db :=
m
r2
[
(
ξd
r
)‡b + (
ξb
r
)‡d +
√
k
2r2
(ξdεb + ξbεd)− 2ηbd
√
k
r
εaξa
]
.
To construct axial part of the Riemann tensor δRµνρσ we use some “spherical operators” and
obtain the following gauge dependence:
r2δRabeD||AεDA → r2δRabeD||AεDA +
m
r3
(
ηbe(ξD||AεDA),a − ηae(ξD||AεDA),b
)
, (4.6)
δRAB
C
d||CεAB → δRABCd||CεAB −
4m
r3
(ξA||BεAB)‡d , (4.7)
◦
δRAbBd →
◦
δRAbBd −m
r3
(ξA||B + ξB||A − ηABξD||D)ηbd , (4.8)
δRabED → δRabED . (4.9)
Let us notice that the components of the linearized Riemann tensor (4.6–4.8) may be “corrected”
in such a way that we obtain gauge-independent objects:
r2(
◦
∆ +2)δRabcD||AεDAεab +
4m
r
εbc(r
2χA
B
||BCε
AC)‡b =
r2(
◦
∆ +2)rabcD||AεDAεab +
4m
r
εbc(r
2χA
B
||BCε
AC)‡b +
m
r3
hDa||AηbcεDA
δRAB
C
d||CεAB +
4m
r3
hdB||CεBC = rABCd||CεAB +
5m
r3
hdB||CεBC
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◦
δRAbBd +
m
r3
ηbdχAB =
◦
rAbBd +
2m
r3
ηbdχAB
δRabED = rabED
For completeness, we give here also the above above formulae in terms of the “true” linearized
Riemann tensor rµνρσ which is related to δRµνρσ by formula (A.4). More precisely, the relation
(A.4) for various components of Riemann tensor gives the following:
rabED = δRabED , rAbED = δRAbED , rABEd = δRABEd − m
r3
hAdηBE
rabeD = δRabeD − m
r3
hDaηbe , rAbBd = δRAbBd − m
r3
hABηbd .
One can easily verify that the attempt to exchange δRµνλρ with rµνλρ does not improve the
invariance of (4.6 – 4.8). In particular, the “metric corrections” although in a different form will
still occur. We prefer to use the tensor δRµνλρ because it possesses all the symmetries of the usual
full curvature tensor.
The explicit formulae for the axial part of δRµνρσ in terms of the metric hµν
2δRabED = haD‡b||E + hbE‡a||D − haE‡b||D − hbD‡a||E + (4.10)
+
√
k
r
εb(2haD||E − 2haE||D) +
√
k
r
εa(2hbE||D − 2hbD||e)
2δRABEd = hAd||BE − hBd||AE + hBE||A‡d − hAE||B‡d +
+
√
k
r
(2hBE||Aεd − 2hAE||Bεd + had||AεaηBE − had||BεaηAE) +
+
√
k
r
(hBd‡aεaηAE − hAd‡aεaηBE + hAa‡dηEBεa − hBa‡dηEAεa) +
+2
k
r2
εaεd(hAaηEB − hBaηEA) (4.11)
2δRabeD = haD‡be − hae‡b||D − hbD‡ae + hbe‡a||D + (4.12)
+
√
k
r
(haD‡eεb − hbD‡eεa + hDe‡aεb − hDe‡bεa + hbe||Dεa − hae||Dεb)
2δRAbBd = hAd‡b||B − hbd||AB − hAB‡bd + hbB||A‡d +
+
√
k
r
(hAd||Bεb + hbB||Aεd − hbA||Bεd − hBd||Aεb) +
−
√
k
r
(hAB‡bεd + hAB‡dεb + hfd‡bεfηAB + hbf‡dεfηAB +
+hbd‡fεfηAB) +
m
r3
(hABεbεd − hABηdb − 2hdbηAB) (4.13)
enables one to express them in terms of the invariants ya and y:
1
2
r2εabεEDδRabED = y (4.14)
r2(
◦
△ +2)δRABCd||CεAB +
4m
r3
(r2χA
B
||BCε
AC)‡d =
1
r
εd
a(
◦
∆ + 2)(ry)‡a − 4m
r5
εd
a(r2y)‡a
= (
◦
△ +2)yd + r
√
kεa(ya‡d − yd‡a)− 4m
r3
yd (4.15)
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4r4
[ ◦
δR AbBd||ADεBD +
m
r3
ηbdχA
B
||BCε
AC
]
= (r2yd)‡b + (r2yb)‡d (4.16)
r2(
◦
∆ +2)δRabeD||AεDAεab +
4m
r
εe
b(r2χA
B
||BCε
AC)‡b =
=
1
r
[r(
◦
∆ +2)y]‡e +
2m
r3
(r2y)‡e . (4.17)
The above formulae describe the relation between axial part of the linearized Riemann tensor
(corrected to gauge-independent form) and our standard gauge-independent quantities y, ya. The
equations (4.14–4.17) are generalizations of the formulae (2.11).
5 Asymptotics for solutions of Regge-Wheeler equation at
null infinity
Let us consider Regge-Wheeler equation (3.40) in null coordinates (u, v)
− 2
k
[
∂u(r
2∂vy) + ∂v(r
2∂uy)
]
+
◦
∆y +
8m
r3
y = 0 (5.1)
and let us assume (cf. [8]) that the solution of (5.1) is in the following asymptotic form (see
appendix C):
y =
5∑
n=1
an(u, θ, φ)
rn
+ O
(
1
r6
)
(5.2)
where an are functions of (u, θ, φ) hence they are well defined on I
+. From the assumption that
an do not depend on v we have for each n:
∂van = 0 .
Moreover, denote the u-derivative by dot e.g.
a˙n = ∂uan .
Additionally, using (3.5) together with the definition of εa one can express the derivatives of k and
r
∂vk =
m
r2
k , ∂uk = −m
r2
k , ∂vr =
1
2
k , ∂ur = −1
2
k .
The series (5.2) inserted into equation (5.1) gives the following formula:8
5∑
n=1
[
n(n− 1)an
rn
+
2(4− n2)an
rn+1
m+ 2(n− 1) a˙n
rn−1
+
◦
∆an
rn
]
+O
(
1
r6
)
= 0 . (5.3)
Comparing the coefficients at the same power of r we obtain recurrence relations for the coeffi-
cients an:
n = 1 a1— free data
n = 2 2a˙2 +
◦
∆a1 = 0 (5.4)
n ≥ 2 2na˙n+1 +
[ ◦
∆ + n(n− 1)
]
an − 2man−1(n− 3)(n+ 1) = 0
8We assume that the derivatives of the asymptotic terms O
(
1
r6
)
are at least of the same asymptotic order.
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Let us rewrite equation (5.4) using new integer parameter l := (n− 1):
2(l + 1)a˙l+2 = −
[ ◦
∆ + l(l + 1)
]
al+1 + 2mal(l − 2)(l + 2) (5.5)
Remark. The Remark from Subsection 2.7 about NP constants remains valid for the Schwarz-
schild background. More precisely, the right-hand side of (5.5) vanishes on the spherical harmonics
subspace corresponding to l = 2 and quadrupole part of a4 does not depend on u.
5.1 “Peeling” for the axial part of Weyl tensor
We continue our asymptotic considerations based on the assumption (5.2), in particular the first
term of the asymptotics gives
y = O
(
1
r
)
.
The equation (3.38) written in an equivalent form:
yd = − 1
r2
εd
a(r2y)‡a (5.6)
may be used to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of ya:
(r2y)‡u = ra˙1 + (a˙2 − 1
2
a1) +
1
r
(a˙3 +ma1) +
1
r2
(a˙4 +
1
2
a3) +
1
r3
(a˙5 −ma3 + a4) + O
(
1
r4
)
(5.7)
(r2y)‡v = −1
2
a1 +
1
r
ma1 +
1
2r2
a3 +
1
r3
(−ma3 + a4) + O
(
1
r4
)
(5.8)
or more explicitly, using formula (5.6) we obtain asymptotics of both components of ya:
yu = − 1
r2
εu
u(r2y)‡u ∼ − a˙1
r
(5.9)
yv = − 1
r2
εv
v(r2y)‡v ∼ − a1
2r2
. (5.10)
From (4.17) one can show
r(
◦
∆ + 2)δRabcD||Aε
DAεab +
4m
r2
εc
b(r2χA
B
||BCε
AC),b =
1
r2
(
◦
∆ + 2)(ry),c +
2m
r4
(r2y),c . (5.11)
From asymptotics (5.2) for the solutions of the equation (3.40) we conclude that the v-component
of equation (5.11) has the following asymptotic behaviour
1
r2
(
◦
∆ + 2)(ry),v +
2m
r4
(r2y),v = O
(
1
r4
)
,
because (ry),v ∼
(a2
r
)
= O
(
1
r2
)
and by the use of (5.8). Moreover, the asymptotic condition
∂vχ
A
B = O(
1
r2
), which is usually fulfilled for the asymptotically flat metric, implies
4m
r2
εv
b(r2χA
B
||BCε
AC),b = O
(
1
r4
)
.
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Hence
δΨ1
NP → rδRabvD||AεDAεab = O
(
1
r4
)
(5.12)
gives a usual “peeling” because the gauge-dependent term
4m
r2
εv
v(r2χA
B
||BCε
AC),v = O
(
1
r4
)
has the same asymptotics as the full invariant.
Similarly we may investigate the invariant[ ◦
δRAbBd +
m
r3
ηbdχ
A
B
]
||AC
εBCr2 (5.13)
which equals
1
r2
[
(r2yd)‡b + (r2yb)‡d
]
(5.14)
from (4.16). Using (5.2), (5.7–5.8) we obtain asymptotics O( 1
r5
) for the term (5.14) if we assume
that both indices b = d = v. Hence
δΨ0
NP → r2
◦
δR v
A
vB||ACε
BC = O
(
1
r5
)
(5.15)
Here the result is simpler because
◦
δR vAvB is already gauge-independent (ηvv = 0).
This way we have proved ,,peeling” for axial part of the Weyl tensor corresponding to Newman-
Penrose scalars Ψ0 and Ψ1. In a similar way one can check the asymptotics for the remaining three
scalars Ψ3, Ψ4 and Ψ2. This is a consequence of the same tensor equations (5.11, 5.13) but we
need to use other components of them. The corresponding invariants have the following asymptotic
behaviour:
1
r2
(
◦
∆ + 2)(ry),u +
2m
r4
(r2y),u = O
(
1
r2
)
,
2
r2
(r2yu)‡u = O
(
1
r
)
.
It is relatively easy to verify that the gauge-dependent “correction” terms depending on χAB have
the same asymptotic order and finally we obtain
δΨ3
NP → rδRabuD||AεDAεab = O
(
1
r2
)
, (5.16)
δΨ4
NP →
◦
δRu
A
uB||ACεBCr2 = O
(
1
r
)
, (5.17)
and for the last gauge-independent component
δΨ2
NP → εabεEDδRabED = O
(
1
r3
)
. (5.18)
We would like to stress that asymptotic behaviour of Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4 given by (5.16–5.18) is not am-
biguous9. However, in general, Ψ0 and Ψ1 may have weaker asymptotic behaviour [15]. It is clear
from the above investigations that axial part obeys “strong peeling”, but this is completely not
obvious that the same is true for the second degree of freedom described by the polar part.
9It is shown in [16], even for much weaker asymptotic assumptions — so called polyhomogeneous asymptotics
(i.e. including terms W (ln r)r−k where W–polynomial), that the same asymptotics is valid for Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4 but for
Ψ0 and Ψ1, in general, we have terms of order r−4ln r.
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The results of this section we summarize in the following table:
Weyl C−K−N axial invariant N− P asymptotics
◦
W v
A
vB r
2αCKN r
−2(r2yv)‡v Ψ0 r−5 (r−3.5)
◦
W u
A
uB r
2α
CKN
r−2(r2yu)‡u Ψ4 r−1
rεabWabv
A rβCKN r
−2(
◦
∆ + 2)(ry),v +
2m
r4
(r2y),v Ψ1 r
−4 (r−3.5)
rεabWabu
A rβ
CKN
r−2(
◦
∆ + 2)(ry),u +
2m
r4
(r2y),u Ψ3 r
−2
εabεEDWabED σCKN r
−2y Ψ2 r−3
Here W corresponds to δR, and in brackets we give the asymptotic results of Christodolou-
Klainerman-Nicolo´ (cf. [15]).
6 Conclusions
In [20] one can find the following statement: “For even waves, it has not yet been possible to
derive an equation like Regge-Wheeler from the perturbed NP equations”. This question has been
resolved in [7] but in our opinion not in a satisfactory way (see the discussion at the end of this
Section). We shall explain in a separate paper why in [20] one can easily formulate Regge-Wheeler
equation for odd degree of freedom in terms of Newman-Penrose scalars but for polar (even) degree
of freedom it was difficult to formulate Zerilli equation in terms of Newman-Penrose quantities.
Although decoupled equations do exist for Ψ2 and Ψ−2 [22, 1], even on a Kerr background, they
are not deformations10 of the usual wave equations in the asymptotic region. Moreover, the NP
special null tetrad (chosen in [20] and [1]) is not symmetric with respect to the interchange of null
coordinates u and v. In other words it has to be chosen in a different way close to future (I +)
and past (I −) null infinity. We would like to convince the reader that the Teukolsky equation for
ΨPrice−2 = Ψ
NP
4 is not a primary equation describing gravitational waves in asymptotic region (see
also [17] for the review of the Teukolsky formalism). The reasons are the following:
• The Teukolsky equation is not a deformation of a d’Alembert equation in contrast to the
Regge-Wheeler and Zerilli.
• The initial data on a slice t = const., instead of position and momenta (x, x˙), corresponds
rather to second and third time derivatives of the position ( ∂
2
∂t2
x, ∂
3
∂t3
x).
We may think about this equation as an evolution equation for the acceleration x¨. Usually, when
we use Fourier transform technique, it is not so important for plane waves which variable (x or
x¨) we are using as a canonical position. However, choosing x¨ we exclude from the beginning all
stationary solutions which are also physically important for the wave operator.
In our gauge invariant quasilocal formalism we checked the “peeling property” for the various
components of the linearized Weyl tensor. In this paper we calculated this property only for the
axial degree of freedom (governed by the Regge-Wheeler equation) and we showed that it is valid
in its original strong form similar to the case of a flat background (see the table in subsection
2.6). However, for polar degree of freedom (governed by Zerilli equation [23], [14]) we may have
some obstructions. More precisely, because NP scalars are not gauge-invariant one could possibly
“damage” their asymptotics via gauge transformations. This is related to a more complicated be-
haviour of the asymptotic solutions of the Zerilli equation and not obvious asymptotics of the gauge
transformations. Although we showed that for the axial part we could not “damage” asymptotics
10By deformation of the wave operator we mean a hyperbolic equation such that when parameter m vanishes it
becomes the usual wave equation.
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via gauge transformation, it is not evident that the same is true for the polar degrees of freedom.
We shall elaborate upon this issue in a separate paper.
We believe that peeling phenomena for linearized gravitational field is a simpler property for
the gauge-invariants substituting NP scalars than for NP scalars themselves.
We also hope that our results can be applied for improving Christodoulou-Klainerman-Nicolo`
[15] asymptotics on I + for nonlinear Cauchy data “sufficiently close” to Schwarzschild.
It is not easy to relate the results of [7] with our approach. The authors do not give explicit
formulae for their Ψˆk. However, the deformation of Ψ
NP
2 proposed by them differs from ours. In
our case real and imaginary part of “deformed” ΨNP2 do not fulfill the same equation like in [7].
Moreover, the equations (3.77-3.81) on p. 847 suggest that their invariants Ψˆ2, Ψˆ
′
2 are quasilocally
related to ΨNP4 and Ψ
NP
0 . We would like to stress that our invariants appear as the “natural”
positions in the symplectic analysis. The hamiltonian approach enables one to derive the Regge-
Wheeler equation, resp. the Zerilli equation, as an Euler-Lagrange second order equation for the
axial, respectively polar, part of the field (see [14]). This suggests that a deformed ℜΨNP2 should
fulfill the Zerilli equation but ℑΨNP2 fulfills Regge-Wheeler equation.
A Linearization of Riemann tensor on vacuum background
To fix the notation and for completeness we present in this appendix the standard linearization
formulae. LetM be a spacetime with pseudoriemannian metric gµν . We define a linear perturbation
of the metric as
hµν ≡ δgµν := gµν − ηµν . (A.1)
where by ηµν we denote the background metric. The tensor hµν is often called perturbation of the
metric ηµν . For the inverse metric the perturbation has opposite sign:
δgµν = −hµν := −ηµληνκhλκ .
Similarly, we have linearized Christoffel symbols (which are tensors):
δΓµνλ =
1
2
ηµκ(hκν;λ + hκλ;ν − hλν;κ) , (A.2)
where as usual all manipulations are with respect to the background metric, background connection
etc. We have also linearized Riemann tensor:
δRαβµν = δΓ
α
βν;µ − δΓαβµ;ν . (A.3)
We would like to stress that in general for curved background the linearization of the Riemann
tensor depends on the position of indices. Let us denote by rαβµν := δR
α
βµν the linearization of
the Riemann tensor with one upper index, and
rκβµν := r
α
βµνηακ .
Let us compare rκβµν with the corresponding linearization of the curvature tensor with all indices
lowered (i.e. δRανρµ = δ (gακR
κ
νρµ)). The relation between δRανρµ and rανρµ takes the form
δRανρµ := Rανρµ(g)−Rανρµ(η) = rανρµ + hασRσνρµ , (A.4)
where by Rσνρµ we have denoted curvature tensor of the background metric.
We would like to stress that tensor rανρµ has not all symmetries of the usual curvature tensor.
This unpleasant property may be verified in the formulae below.
From definition of rµνσρ and equation (A.2) we can express (A.3) in terms of hµν as follows
rµνσρ =
1
2
(hµν;ρσ − hµν;σρ + hµρ;νσ − hνρ;µσ − hµσ;νρ + hνσ;µρ) . (A.5)
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The basic property of the curvature
hνσ;µρ − hνσ;ρµ = hασRανµρ + hναRασµρ (A.6)
implies
2rµνσρ = hασRανµρ + hανRασµρ + hµρ;νσ − hνρ;µσ − hµσ;νρ + hνσ;µρ . (A.7)
Let us denote by rνρ a linearization of the Ricci tensor defined as follows
rνρ := r
σ
νσρ = η
σµrµνσρ . (A.8)
If we assume that the background metric is Ricci flat (i.e. is a solution of vacuum Einstein
equations)
Rµν = 0 ,
then we have the following form for the linearized Ricci tensor:
rνρ =
1
2
(
hασRανσρ + hσρ;νσ + hσν;ρσ − hνρ;σσ − hσσ;νρ
)
. (A.9)
B Gauge invariance of y, ya
Let us begin with the gauge transformation (3.28) for haB:
haB → haB + ξa,B + ξB,a + 2
√
k
r
εaξB .
and let us denote by za := haB||CεBC a gauge-dependent axial part of haB. It is easy to check
that za transforms as follows:
za → za + (ξB||CεBC),a . (B.1)
To compensate the gauge term (ξB||CεBC),a let us analyze the gauge transformation for the axial
part of χAB = hAB − 12ηABhCDηCD:
χA
B
||BCε
AC → χAB ||BCεAC + ηEB(ξA||EBC + ξE||ABC)εAC . (B.2)
Using the commutation relation for the second covariant derivatives
ξA||EBC = ξA||ECB + ξF ||E
2
RFABC + ξA||F
2
RFEBC , (B.3)
where
2
RFABC is the curvature of S
2 given by (3.18), from (B.2) and the identity ξE ||EACεAC = 0,
we obtain (3.33)
χA
B
||BCε
AC → χAB ||BCεAC + ξA||CEEεAC +
2
r2
ξA||CεAC ,
or in equivalent form
r2χA
B
||BCε
AC → r2χAB ||BCεAC + (
◦
∆ +2)(ξA||CεAC) . (B.4)
Finally the gauge formulae (B.1) and (B.4) imply that ya = (
◦
∆ +2)za−(r2ξAB ||BCεAC),a is gauge
independent.
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Similarly, we can show gauge invariance of y. We shall derive the relation between y and the
component rabEDε
EDεab of the linearized Riemann tensor which is gauge independent as has been
shown in Section 4. From (A.7) we obtain
2rabED = haD‡b||E + hbE‡a||D − haE‡b||D − hbD‡a||E +√
k
r
εb(2haD||E − 2haE||D) +
√
k
r
εa(2hbE||D − 2hbD||e) . (B.5)
Moreover from (εAB)‡a = 2
√
k
r
εaε
AB (cf. (3.24)) we get
2rabEDε
ED = (haD||Eε
ED)‡b + (hbE||Dε
ED)‡a − (haE||DεED)‡b − (hbD||EεED)‡a
= 2(hbE||DεED)‡a − 2(haE||DεED)‡b . (B.6)
and finally
rabEDε
EDεab = 2(hbE||Dε
ED)‡aεab
which implies the demanded relation for y
y =
1
2
r2rabEDε
EDεab .
This way we get gauge invariance of y from gauge independence of rabED. However, equation
(3.36) also implies this result from the gauge invariance of ya.
C Compactification of Regge–Wheeler equation near I +
The equation (5.1) in the coordinates (u, ρ, xA) can be rewritten11 in the following form:
2∂u∂ρΦ+ ρ∂ρ [k∂ρ(ρΦ)] +
◦
∆Φ+ 8mρΦ = 0 (C.1)
where Φ := ρ−1y and k = 1− 2mρ. Standard arguments, using domain of dependence considera-
tions together with conformal covariance of Equation (C.1), show that smooth initial data which
are compactly supported on some Cauchy hypersurface for the Kruskal–Schwarzschild spacetime
lead to the solutions of equation (C.1) such that the rescaled Φ smoothly extends across I + (cf.
[9]). This means that the assumption (5.2) is fulfilled for a large class of solutions for the Regge-
Wheeler equation (5.1). On the other hand, no conditions on initial data which are not compactly
supported are known, which would guarantee smoothness of solutions across I +.
D Axial part of linearized Einstein equations
The equation (3.39) contains the component
◦
r AB||ACεBC where by
◦
rAB≡ TS(rAB) we denote
traceless symmetric part of tensor rAB (cf. (3.30))
◦
rAB:= rAB − 1
2
ηABrCDη
CD ≡ TS(rAB) , TS(hAB) ≡ χAB .
The general formula (A.9) takes the following form for rAB on Schwarzschild background:
2rAB = habC
a
A
b
B + hCDC
C
A
D
B + h
a
B;Aa + h
F
B;AF + h
a
A;Ba + h
F
A;BF (D.1)
+hAB;
a
a
− hAB;F F − h;AB
where h := ηµνhµν .
11We remind that u := t− r − 2m ln(r − 2m), ρ := 1
r
and xA are spherical angles.
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Let us notice that the first two terms in (D.1) containing background Riemann Cµνλκ are
proportional to the metric ηAB so they disappear in
◦
rAB. To give explicit expression for rAB in
terms of hµν we need first to examine the terms haB;Ab, hAB;CD and hAB;ab. Using extensively
the formulae from Section 3 one can show that the following equalities hold:
hbB;Ad = hbB||A‡d +
√
k
r
(hAB‡dεb + 2hbB||Aεd − εfhbf‡dηAB) +
k
r2
(3hABεdεb + hbfε
fεdηAB) +
m
r3
(hbdηAB − hABεbεd) (D.2)
hAB;CD = hAB||CD −
√
k
r
εa(haB||DηAC + hAa||DηBC + haB||CηAD +
hAa||CηBD + hAB‡aηCD) +
k
r2
(hafε
aεfηADηBC + hafε
aεfηBDηAC +
−hCBηAD − hACηBD − 2hABηCD) (D.3)
hAB;ab = hAB‡ab + 2
√
k
r
(hAB‡bεa + hAB‡aεb) + 6
k
r2
hABεbεa − 2m
r3
ηabhAB (D.4)
To simplify the analysis we assume that hAB = 0. The final gauge-invariant result is not dependent
on this assumption but we shall see that formulae are much simpler when we assume this gauge
condition. Moreover, we may neglect all terms proportional to the metric ηAB because they drop
out when we pass to the traceless part. From (D.2–D.4) we obtain
haB;Aa ⋍ h
a
B||A‡a + 2
√
k
r
haB||Aεa
hFB;AF ⋍ −4
√
k
r
haB||Aεa
haA;Ba ⋍ h
a
A||B‡a + 2
√
k
r
haA||Bε
a
hFA;BF ⋍ −4
√
k
r
haA||Bε
a
hAB;
a
a
⋍ 0
hAB;
F
F
⋍ −
√
k
r
εa(2haB||A + 2haA||B)
h;AB ⋍ h||AB
where ⋍ denotes an equality modulo trace:
tAB ⋍ τAB ⇐⇒ TS(tAB) = TS(τAB) .
The above formulae enables one to rewrite (D.1) in a simpler form:
2rAB ⋍ h
a
B||A‡a + haA||B‡a − h||AB . (D.5)
One can easily check the following identity on S2:
εAC
(
h||AB −
1
2
ηABh
||D
D
)
||B
C = 0 ,
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so the last term in (D.5) drops out when we pass to
◦
rA
B ||BCεAC . Hence
2
◦
rA
B
||BCε
AC =
(
haB||A‡a + h
a
A||B‡a − ηABηDEhaD||E‡a
)
||B
Cε
AC
= εACηFB
(
haB||A‡a + h
a
A||B‡a − ηABηDEhaD||E‡a
)
||FC
. (D.6)
Taking into account that
ηAB,a = 2r(εa
√
k)ηAB , εAB,a = 2r(εa
√
k)εAB
or simply (r2ηAB),a = (r
2εAB),a = 0, we get
2r4
◦
rA
B
||BCε
AC =
[
r2εACr2ηFB
(
haB||A + haA||B − ηABηDEhaD||E
)
||FC
]
‡a
=
[
r2(
◦
∆ + 2)h
a
A||Bε
AB
]
‡a
. (D.7)
Moreover, the gauge condition χA
B
||BCε
AC = 0 implies that ya = (
◦
∆ +2)haA||CεAC and we obtain
the demanded result (3.39), namely
2r4
◦
rA
B
||BCε
AC =
(
r2ya
)
‡a . (D.8)
The equation (3.38) can be derived in a similar way. Let us start with
rBd = radcBη
ac + rAdCBη
AC = δRadeBη
ae + δRABEdη
AE − m
r3
hdB (D.9)
where the corresponding components of the linearized Riemann tensor δRµνλκ have the following
explicit form [10]:
2δRadeB = haB‡de − hae‡d||B − hdB‡ae + hde‡a||B +
√
k
r
(hde||Bεa − hae||Bεd)
+
√
k
r
(haB‡eεd − hdB‡eεa + hBe‡aεd − hBe‡dεa) , (D.10)
2δRABEd = hAd||BE − hBd||AE + hBE||A‡d − hAE||B‡d + 2
k
r2
εaεd(hAaηEB − hBaηEA)
+
√
k
r
(2hBE||Aεd − 2hAE||Bεd + had||AεaηBE − had||BεaηAE)
+
√
k
r
εa(hBd‡aηAE − hAd‡aηBE + hAa‡dηEB − hBa‡dηEA) . (D.11)
Hence from (D.9) we obtain
2rBd = h
a
B‡da − hdB‡aa − hdB||AA + 2
√
k
r
(haB‡aεd − haB‡dεa) + k
r2
(hdB − 2εaεdhaB)
+
(
hBA
||A −H||B
)
‡d
+
[
hd
a‡a − hda‡a −
√
k
r
ha
aεd + h
A
d||A
]
||B
. (D.12)
Let us notice that the all terms in square brackets (gradient) in the above equality do not contribute
to axial part rBd||DεBD. Moreover, if we assume that hAB = 0 (as a gauge condition) we conclude
that the “second line” in equation (D.12) drops out and the rest gives
2rBd||Dε
BD = −hdB||AADεBD + za‡da − zd‡aa + 4
√
k
r
εa(zd‡a − za‡d)− 1
r2
zd (D.13)
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where za = haA||CεAC (cf. B.1)) and we used the following identity:
(εBDhaB)‡da − (εBDhdB)‡aa + 4
√
k
r
εa
[
(εBDhdB)‡a − (εBDhaB)‡d
]
=
= εBD
[
haB‡da − hdB‡aa + 2
√
k
r
(haB‡aεd − haB‡dεa) + 2 k
r2
(hdB − εaεdhaB) + 2m
r3
hdB
]
implied by (3.25). Using one more identity
hdB
||A
ADε
BD =
1
r2
(
◦
∆ + 1)hdB||DεBD
which is a straightforward consequence of the commutation relation (B.3) for covariant derivatives
on S2, we get
2rBd||DεBD = (za‡d − zd‡a)‡a −
4
√
k
r
εa(za‡d − zd‡a)− 1
r2
(
◦
∆ + 2)zd (D.14)
or in equivalent form
− 2r4rBa||DεBD =
[
r4(za‡b − zb‡a)
]‡b
+ r2ya . (D.15)
The identity
za‡d − zd‡a = εadεbczb‡c = εad y
r2
(D.16)
similar to (3.36) implies
− 2r4rBd||DεBD = (r2y)‡bεab + r2ya (D.17)
which finally gives equation (3.38) even if we relax the gauge condition hAB = 0 because both sides
of (D.17) are gauge independent.
E Multipoles and traceless tensors
Let P k denotes the space of polynomials of degree ≤ k in R3. If function f is defined in a
neighbourhood of a unit sphere S2, we can denote by Rf its restriction to S2.
In [6] one can find well-known theorem that R(P k) is the direct sum
∑k
l=0 SH
l, where SH l denotes
the space of spherical harmonics of degree l, (g ∈ SH l ⇐⇒ ◦∆g = −l(l + 1)g).
Let t be a tensor field in a neighbourhood of S2 in R3 and by TS(Rt) we denote traceless
symmetric part of Rt on S2. The following identity holds:
TS
(
R(tA1...Ak|B)
)
= TS
(
(RtA1...Ak)||B
)
(E.1)
where “|” denotes covariant derivative with respect to the flat 3-metric on R3 and “||” stands for
covariant derivative on S2. To prove (E.1) we can observe the following:
tA1...Ak|B = tA1...Ak||B +
1
r
ηA1Bt3A2...Ak +
1
r
ηA2BtA13...Ak + . . .+
1
r
ηAkBtA1A2...Ak−13
and TS (ηABtA1...An) = 0.
We use spherical coordinates in R3:
x3 := r, (xA), (A = 1, 2), (x1 = θ, x2 = φ)
ηAB = r
2
◦
γAB, η33 = 1
ηAB = r−2
◦
γAB, η33 = 1, ηaA = 0
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Γ3AB = − 1r ηAB, ΓA3B = 1r δAB
Theorem:
p ∈ Pn−1 =⇒ TS (Rp||A1...An) = 0
Proof:
Let us denote by (xk) cartesian coordinates in R3 such that S2 corresponds to the surface: (x1)2+
(x2)2+(x3)2 = 1. Transformation rule for transition from spherical to Cartesian coordinates gives
as following
p|A1...An = x
i1
,A1
xi2,A2 · · ·xin,Anp|i1...in = xi1,A1xi2,A2 · · ·xin,Anp,i1...in ,
and p,i1...in = 0 because degree of the polynomial p is not greater than n − 1. From (E.1) and
p|A1...An = 0 we get the result.✷
In particular for n = 2 we can easily obtain that χAB ||AB is orthogonal to the space SH0 ⊕ SH1.
More precisely, if f ∈ SH0 ⊕ SH1 then TS (f||AB) = 0 and
0 =
∫
S2
χABTS
(
f||AB
)
=
∫
S2
χAB ||ABf
Let us consider the following diagram:
V 0 ⊕ V 0 i01−→ V 1 i12−→ V 2 i21−→ V 1 i10−→ V 0 ⊕ V 0yFl yˆ yˆ yˆ yFl
V 0 ⊕ V 0 i01−→ V 1 i12−→ V 2 i21−→ V 1 i10−→ V 0 ⊕ V 0
where the mappings and the spaces are defined as follows:
i01(f, g) = f||A + εA
Bg||B
i12(v) = vA||B + vB||A −
◦
γABv
C
||C
i21(χ) = χA
B ||B
i10(v) =
(
vA||A, ε
ABvA||B
)
Fl(f, g) = (g, f) vˆA = εA
BvB χˆAB = εA
CχCB
V 0 – scalars on S2
V 1 – covectors on S2
V 2 –symmetric traceless tensors on S2.
We have denoted by
◦
∆ the laplacian on S2. The following equality
i10 ◦ i21 ◦ i12 ◦ i01 =
◦
∆(
◦
∆ + 2)
shows that if we restrict ourselves to the spaces V
0
:= V 0 ⊖ [SH0 ⊕ SH1] ( ◦∆(
◦
∆ + 2)V
0
= V
0
)
and V
1
= V 1⊖ [i01(SH1)] ((
◦
∆ +1)V
1
= V
1
) then the all mappings in the above diagram become
isomorphisms.
We define mono-dipole-free scalar as an element of V
0
, mono-dipole-free covector belongs to V
1
and any symmetric traceless tensor on S2 is mono-dipole-free.
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